ARTS & CRAFTS
CHINESE BRUSH PAINTING I
➤ COURSE CODE: ART-701-CLR1
This is a beginner class focusing on the basics of Chinese Brush painting, a
watercolor medium. You will learn about water control, holding the brush,
basic brush strokes, and mixing ink. We will discuss the differences
between “western” watercolor and Chinese watercolor. There will be an
audio/video presentation during the first session, as well as demonstration
of basic strokes for bamboo. The remaining two classes you will learn to
paint bamboo and wild orchids. NOTE: Students need to have small,
medium, and large brushes, ink (stick or liquid), ink stone, small dishes to
mix paint in, two large jars for water, and paper towels. Rice paper and
some supplies will be made available for purchase from the instructor.
Leader:
Alicean “Li” Slough, CLR Leader; artist
Facilitator: Jim Mundinger
Dates:
Wednesdays, 10/14, 10/21, 10/28
Time:
9:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Fee:
$25.00

COMPUTER TRAINING
SEARCHING THE INTERNET:
SAFETY AND SECURITY
➤ COURSE CODE: CMP-703-CLR1
A look at the safety and security of using Google for searching the Internet
and other safer options. There will be a comparison of features and
conveniences to be dealt with on safer alternatives to Google.
Leader:
Bob Bertolasi, CLR Leader, retired electronic designer
and trainer
Facilitator: Jack Croffoot
Date:
Monday, 10/5
Time:
9:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Fee:
$15.00

FINANCE
PLANNING IN RETIREMENT AND
LEAVING A LEGACY

➤ COURSE CODE: FIN-701-CLR3
Learn how to more efficiently turn your retirement assets into income and
learn how to maximize the legacy you leave to your family and the impact
you have on your community both during and after your life.
Leader:
Stephen Lorence, Financial advisor,
Savant Capital Management
Facilitator: Jan Johnson
Date:
Friday, 10/30
Time:
9:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.
Fee:
$15.00

FITNESS
TAI CHI

➤ COURSE CODE: FIT-768-CLR1
Revitalize body and mind with slow movements to tone and strengthen
muscles, while providing comfort and minimizing the effects of aging.
Minimal strength and space are needed to benefit from special breathing
techniques and exercises that are easily modified for individual abilities.
Instructor trained with and has teaching certifications from medical doctors
and Tai Chi Masters in China, Canada, and USA. NOTE: This class is for
students with good knees and ankles. Wear shoes with laces and
comfortable clothing.
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Leader:
Facilitator:
Date:
Time:
Fee:

Sue Michaelsen, Tai Chi instructor
Ellen Taylor-White
Monday, 10/26
1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
$15.00

INTRODUCTION TO GENTLE YOGA

➤ COURSE CODE: FIT-768-CLR2
Great class for those new to yoga! Challenging with a gentle approach.
Classes explore mindful breathing, standing, kneeling, and floor poses
including meditation, core toning and relaxation. Wear comfortable
clothes and have a mat available, if possible. Sessions will be pre-recorded
YouTube videos with scheduled question and answer Zoom sessions on
9/26 and 10/10 from 9:30 - 10:00 a.m. with the instructor.
Leader:
Julie Young, Owner, Surya Chandra Yoga, LLC
Facilitator: Ellen Taylor-White
Dates:
Saturdays, 9/19, 9/26, 10/3, 10/10
Time:
9:00 a.m. - 10:15 a.m.
Fee:
$45.00

CHAIR YOGA

➤ COURSE CODE: FIT-768-CLR4
An Introduction to Chair Yoga in a 4-week series.
This Mindful Yoga Practice can be done seated in a chair or use chair for
assistance and balance. This beginner-friendly practice will include gentle
movement, strengthening poses, mindful breathing and relaxation. Wear
comfortable clothes and have a chair available. Sessions will be prerecorded YouTube videos with scheduled question and answer Zoom
sessions on 10/24 and 11/7 from 9:30 - 10:00 a.m. with the instructor.
Leader:
Julie Young, Owner, Surya Chandra Yoga, LLC
Facilitator: Ellen Taylor-White
Dates:
Saturdays, 10/17, 10/24, 10/31, 11/7
Time:
9:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
Fee:
$45.00

HEALTH & WELLNESS
THE BASICS OF ARTHRITIS:
OSTEOARTHRITIS
➤ COURSE CODE: HLT-715-CLR1
Arthritis affects the lives of more than 54 million adults in the US with
more than 21 million having osteoarthritis. This class will provide an
overview of the three most common types of arthritis and provide insight
into the most common type of arthritis, osteoarthritis. Join us as we share
how a healthy lifestyle can help improve your joint health, as well as help
you to manage your osteoarthritis. Presented by University of Illinois
Extension Nutrition and Wellness Educator, Diane Reinhold.
Leader:
Diane Reinhold, U of I Extension
Facilitator: Donna Brookbank
Date:
Friday, 10/9
Time:
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Fee:
$15.00

CREATING A HEALTHY LIFESTYLE: WHEN
MANAGING OR PREVENTING DIABETES
➤ COURSE CODE: HLT-715-CLR3
A healthy lifestyle is cornerstone when managing or preventing diabetes.
Join Nutrition and Wellness Educator, Diane Reinhold to learn skills to
create a healthy lifestyle plan that works for you. This five-part class will
build on the knowledge gained each week of class. Participants will learn
about diabetes, write wellness goals, learn what types of foods affect
blood sugars, health shopping and cooking strategies. As well as the role
physical activity and stress management plays in managing diabetes. Plus
receive fun recipes to try at home!

Leader:
Facilitator:
Dates:
Time:
Fee:

Diane Reinhold, U of I Extension
Donna Brookbank
Wednesdays, 10/7, 10/14, 10/21, 10/28, 11/4
1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
$30.00

UNDERSTANDING ACUTE AND CHRONIC
COMPLICATIONS IN DIABETES
➤ COURSE CODE: HLT-715-CLR4
Learn about the cause and effect of changes in blood sugar during
pre-diabetes and diabetes. Discussions will include the cause, symptoms
and treatment of low and high blood sugar and what to expect during
hospitalizations. You will learn about the damaging effect on blood
vessels, nerves and the immune system inside the body by the high or low
blood sugars that give diabetes the label – “silent killer.”
Leaders: Nancy Todora, RN; Colleen Felts, RN; Lynnell Brownlee, RN;
Northern IL Diabetes Coalition
Facilitator: Karen Messley
Dates:
Thursdays, 10/15, 10/22, 10/29
Time:
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Fee:
$25.00

MEDICAL CANNABIS – FACTS AND FICTION
➤ COURSE CODE: HLT-725-CLR4
As cannabis is now approved in Illinois for both recreational and medical
use, questions exist for patients and consumers. To name a few: differences
between marijuana, THC and CBD; benefits and safety of smoking
cannabis versus applying to skin versus eating edibles; differences in
buying CBD in dispensaries versus health food stores; what diseases is it
safe to use cannabis and what diseases is it dangerous? We will discuss
these in additional to practical and legal questions. Also, we will have a
long question and answer session to address your specific questions.
Leader:
Dr. Thomas Carey, Director of Pharmacy Services,
SwedishAmerican Hospital
Facilitator: Mary Ann Akerman
Date:
Monday, 9/21
Time:
9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
Fee:
$15.00

HISTORY
RECONSTRUCTION: AMERICA’S SECOND
CIVIL WAR
➤ COURSE CODE: HST-712-CLR2
This class will review the major events of Reconstruction starting in 1863,
continuing through the 1877 inauguration of Rutherford B. Hayes as
President, and the aftermath of Southern redemption. It will explain how
the impact of Reconstruction is still with us today and how many of those
issues still have not been resolved. There will also be Civil War and
Reconstruction trivia questions throughout the presentation.
Leader:
Bob Presman, Retired WROK radio newscaster
Facilitator: Ann McCormick
Date:
Monday, 9/28
Time:
9:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Fee:
$15.00

THE AMERICAN HOBO: PAST & PRESENT
➤ COURSE CODE: HST-712-CLR4
What comes to mind when you hear the word hobo? Many things, for sure.
Join this class to meet “Sunrise,” two-time Hobo Queen elected at the
annual National Hobo Convention in Britt, Iowa. This course will focus on
the history of the American hobo utilizing information from books, videos,
music and poetry. It is the instructor’s intention to dispel myths about the
American hobo and to engage people in discussion about history and
personal recollections. This session will cover the historical background
(Civil War and Great Depression), steam locomotives, jungles (camps),
poetry and music. Handouts will be emailed to participants.
Leader:
Dawn DiVenti, “Hobo Queen Sunrise”
Facilitator: Mary Ann Akerman
Date:
Friday, 10/16
Time:
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Fee:
$15.00

CAHOKIA AND THE MISSISSIPPIAN
CULTURE
➤ COURSE CODE: HST-712-CLR7
This 90-minute class looks at Cahokia, which was the largest and most
influential urban settlement of the Mississippian Culture dating from 700
to 1400 A.D. In 1150, it had a larger population than London, England.
Cahokia Mounds is considered the largest and most complex
archaeological site north of the great, pre-Columbian cities in Mexico.
There are 80 mounds in the 3.5 square mile site and the tallest earthen
pyramid is 100 feet tall, with a base of 775 by 955 feet. It is located just east
of St. Louis, Missouri in Illinois between East St. Louis and Collinsville. The
instructor revisited the site in September 2019 and will share photos from
his visit.
Leader:
Mark Peterson, Masters Degree in History; educator
Facilitator: Ann McCormick
Date:
Monday, 9/21
Time:
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Fee:
$15.00

THE HISTORY OF BASEBALL
➤ COURSE CODE: HST-720-CLR3
This program will review the History of Baseball from its
origins through its various stages of development to what
the game is today. It will highlight certain players and
personalities and will include baseball trivia questions from
“Mr. Baseball.”
Leader:
Bob Presman, Retired WROK radio newscaster
Facilitator: Ann McCormick
Date:
Friday, 9/25
Time:
9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
Fee:
$15.00
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WOMEN’S AMBULANCE SAFETY PATROL
➤ COURSE CODE: HST-720-CLR4
Found! In the archives of Veteran’s Memorial Hall & Museum was a tattered
scrapbook that opened a time capsule of the 1940s. On April 3, 1940 the
Women’s Ambulance Safety Patrol (W.A.S.P.) was organized in Rockford.
This volunteer group was chartered by the state and the idea went coast to
coast. It was the first Women’s Ambulance group in the country. They
learned first aid, spent 40 hours on motor mechanics - if the men were
gone, who else would do it! They trained at Camp Grant, wore uniforms,
marched in every parade, hosted fundraisers, sold defense bonds,
collected magazines, and decorated a “Day” room at Camp Grant. If there
was a need, the W.A.S.P.’s met it! Are you related to any of these women, a
neighbor, on a committee with them? There is not a single word about this
online. Come learn about this fascinating piece of Rockford history!
Leader:
Mary Rose Fillip, CLR Leader
Facilitator: Karen Messley
Date:
Monday, 10/12
Time:
9:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Fee:
$15.00

THE DEADLY SECOND WAVE OF THE
1918 FLU PANDEMIC
➤ COURSE CODE: HST-720-CLR6
Estimates vary from 50 million to over 100 million deaths worldwide. The
US death toll was estimated to be 700,000 persons. Winnebago County
was a hot spot, thousands died! The average life expectancy in the US
dropped 12 years in 1918. Why was it called the Spanish Flu? Young people
between 15 and late 30’s had the highest rates of deaths. Many in this age
group died as a result of a Cytokine Storm. This is a severe immune
response that triggers potentially fatal hyper inflammation, which can
cause acute respiratory distress syndrome essentially flooding the lungs.
Bruce Olson’s grandmother died at age 28 of this response to her lungs.
The Spanish Flu effectively closed Camp Grant and was a major cause of
World War I ending in November of 1918.
Leader:
Bruce Olson, Retired; funeral director, Olson Funeral Home
and Cremation Services
Facilitator: Ann McCormick
Date:
Tuesday, 10/27
Time:
1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Fee:
$15.00

RICHARD NIXON: THE LIFE AND
THE PRESIDENCY
➤ COURSE CODE: HST-725-CLR2
This lecture will discuss the President’s life growing up in modest
circumstances in California, serving with the military in the Pacific Theater
during WWII, and his ascension to the highest level of leadership in the
United States. Nixon won a congressional seat in 1946, would become U.S.
Senator in four more years, and in six years become Vice President. He
would aspire to make his mark on the world stage and had some
remarkable achievements during his presidency, but ultimately resigned
in disgrace as a result of the Watergate scandal.
Leader:
Donald Barrett, CLR Leader; retired; history enthusiast
Facilitator: Robbin Nelson
Date:
Tuesday, 10/20
Time:
1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Fee:
$15.00

THE CHURCH IN HITLER’S GERMANY
➤ COURSE CODE: HST-740-CLR2
This class takes a closer look at the Protestant and the Catholic Church
during the rise of Adolph Hitler to power and after he takes control, from
1931 to 1945. It investigates the tactics used by the Nazis to reduce the
impact of the Church on Germany. This course looks at the History of
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Nationalism in Germany and its impact on the Church. It also investigates
the position of the church in Germany before and including World War I
and during the Wiemar Republic.
Leader:
Mark Peterson, Masters Degree in History; educator
Facilitator: Mary Ann Akerman
Date:
Monday, 10/19
Time:
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Fee:
$15.00

HUMANITIES
NOVELTY SONGS: ODDITIES OF THE
HIT PARADE
➤ COURSE CODE: HUM-701-CLR1
From 1947 through 1976, there were 14 novelty numbers that topped the
charts of the pop music market from “Smoke! Smoke! (That Cigarette)” to
“Disco Duck”. And there were eight others that nearly made it to number
one during that period. Their time has come again. Enjoy those hits – and a
few misses - from Spike Jones to Ray Stevens to “Weird Al” Yankovic, and
some strange steps in between.
Leader:
Barry Wood, CLR Leader; former newspaper columnist
Facilitator: Mary Ann Akerman
Dates:
Wednesdays, 9/23 & 9/30
Time:
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Fee:
$20.00

MONTY PYTHON: CHOICE BITS FROM
MAINLY MOVIES
➤ COURSE CODE: HUM-710-CLR1
The groundbreaking comedy troupe, Monty Python, produced 45
half-hour TV shows for the BBC from 1969 to 1974. It also created three
full-length movies of original material - “The Holy Grail,”“Life of Brian,” and
“The Meaning of Life.” It’s hard to believe there’s so much good stuff in
those that weren’t shown in the first class. Time to show more of it now.
Leader:
Barry Wood, CLR Leader; former newspaper columnist
Facilitator: Robbin Nelson
Date:
Monday, 10/19
Time:
1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Fee:
$15.00

A PASSION FOR FILM
➤ COURSE CODE: HUM-710-CLR3
A Passion for Film has been going for 16 years and counting! Explore GREAT
American, Foreign, and Independent films. Grow passionate about a wide
variety of films from around the world; stretch your mind and leave your
comfort zone. Understand the art of film and how it influences our
perceptions. There will be a different featured film each week for 12 weeks,
including great short films. Learn the vocabulary of film communication so
that you can discuss the art of film with class members, the instructor, and
others. A sample of older and newer feature films shown in the past years
include: Singing in the Rain, High Noon, All About Eve, Dial M for Murder, The Big
Short, Mask, The Dark Knight, Farewell My Concubine, The African Queen, To Kill a
Mockingbird, Fargo, It Happened One Night, The Bridge on the River Kwai, Mr.
Roberts, An American in Paris, and many, many more. Ron has an MS degree in
Film Education from Columbia College in Chicago. He also co-authored the
book “Understanding the Film” and is an experienced filmmaker.
Leader:
Ron Johnson, CLR Leader; retired educator
Facilitator: Francys Johnson
Dates:
Thursdays, 9/17, 9/24, 10/1, 10/8, 10/15, 10/22, 10/29, 11/5,
11/12, 11/19, 12/3, 12/10
Time:
1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Fee:
$45.00

RELIGION
THE SATANIC VERSES CONTROVERSY
➤ COURSE CODE: REL-703-CLR4
There are rumors from the seventh and eighth century that the Prophet
Muhammad was deceived by Satan to acknowledge some of the Arab
deities. Mainstream Islam regards these rumors as false, but the
controversy persists. In this class, we will examine the arguments
supporting this rumor and those that refute it. We will explore the history
of Islamic orthodoxy in order to understand why Muslims reject the event
and why some modern scholars accept it as true.
Leader:
Brian Wagner, RVC Faculty
Facilitator: Karen Messley
Date:
Friday, 9/25
Time:
1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Fee:
$15.00

DEALING WITH “DIFFICULT” PEOPLE
BIBLICALLY
➤ COURSE CODE: REL-710-CLR1
It seems that everyone has at least 1 person in their lives that just has a
complicated life due to addictions, mental illness etc. and want to bring
you into the “mess” with them. Or that person who continually makes poor
choices but wants to blame everyone and everything around them for the
mess their lives have become. How do we deal with these difficult people
with love without losing ourselves? What does the Bible teach us? Is it true
that enabling people is the opposite of love? Join us as we tackle this
difficult subject.
Leader:
Jaci McNeil, Pastor, Faith Wesleyan Church
Facilitator: Ellen Taylor-White
Date:
Thursday, 10/15
Time:
1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Fee:
$15.00

PORTRAITS OF JESUS IN THE
NEW TESTAMENT
➤ COURSE CODE: REL-710-CLR2
Who do you say that I am? Jesus’ famous question to his disciples sends us
to the New Testament for a fascinating collection of responses. These four
sessions will present insights from the Gospels, the Epistles of John,
Hebrews and the Book of Revelation. You’ll be surprised at what surfaces in
these portraits of Jesus’ identity and mission.
Leader:
John McGrath, Retired Director of Faith Formation,
Catholic Diocese of Rockford
Facilitators: Malia Hennessy & Ellen Taylor-White
Dates:
Wednesdays, 10/7, 10/14, 10/21, 10/28
Time:
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Fee:
$30.00

CANCELLED FOR FALL

SCIENCE & NATURE
MAN AND OTHER PRIMATES
➤ COURSE CODE: SCI-700-CLR2
Humans are classified biologically as primates even though most of us
don’t really like to think of ourselves as being related to monkeys and apes.
What characteristics distinguish primates from other animals, and which
classify us as primates? We will also look at characteristics that separate us
(and our earliest ancestors) from our closest primate relatives. These
characteristics are both physical and mental. Lectures will be pre-recorded
videos with scheduled Zoom sessions for discussion and Q&A.
Leader:
Jean Saghu, Retired RVC Professor of Sociology
& Anthropology
Facilitator: Donna Brookbank
Dates:
Tuesdays, 9/22, 9/29, 10/6, 10/13
Time:
1:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Fee:
$30.00

PEREGRINE FALCON
RECOVERY IN ILLINOIS
➤ COURSE CODE: SCI-765-CLR1
The Peregrine Falcon’s status in Illinois has improved over the years from
endangered to threatened, and the bird has been removed altogether
from the state list of species needing aid. Peregrine falcons are still
federally protected but no longer on the edge of extinction. There are
more falcons in Illinois than ever, including the City of Rockford. In 2018,
the city documented its first breeding pair, which chose the Rockford
Register Star news tower as their nest location. This class will learn about
the recovery of Peregrine Falcons in Illinois and the pair that has taken
residence in downtown Rockford. Participants will gain an increased
awareness of bird conservation, Peregrine Falcon behavior, and learn how
to tell the difference between a falcon and a hawk.
Leader:
Jennifer Kuroda, President, Sinnissippi Audubon Society
Facilitator: Marsha Stolberg
Date:
Friday, 10/9
Time:
1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Fee:
$15.00

SOCIAL SCIENCES
PANDEMICS AND THE THREAT TO THE
MORAL ORDER: A PROPOSED CHANGE
OF NARRATIVE
➤ COURSE CODE: SOC-703-CLR1
Pandemics like the current Covid-19 virus challenge the moral order of
society. In the Middle Ages, stories of the Black Death recount that
morality broke down almost completely during the Plague and that
physicians, clergy, and even families abandoned the sick and dying.
Reports like this, whether historical or current, feed the panic of the
population and promote irrational behaviors. But is this historical
perception that pandemics pose a threat to the moral order justifiable?
This presentation will argue from evidence that this narrative is not, or at
least does not have to be, true. To be sure, the Covid-19 virus is a challenge
to our ethical ideals. But how individuals respond to it depends on the
narratives that medical professionals, the media, and politicians tell about
the disease. From this point of view, the presentation will argue that
framing the current epidemic as a challenge that has been and can be met
with courage and selfless caring can indeed strengthen the moral order
that holds society together
Leader:
Ross Aden, Retired RVC Associate Professor
Facilitator: Bob Bertolasi
Date:
Monday, 9/28
Time:
1:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
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WHAT IN THE WORLD IS GOING ON?
World problems and political debate change all the
time. Bring your opinions and listening skills to review
and critique current events. This class is designed to
be a discourse of today’s events. Socratic in method
and Orwellian in analysis. Note: Instructor will
announce one skip week.
Leader:
Ben Healy, CLR Leader; retired lawyer
Facilitator: Linda Fry
Time:
9:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Fee:
$35.00
➤ COURSE CODE: SOC-706-CLR1
Dates: Tuesdays, 9/15, 9/22, 9/29, 10/6, 10/13, 10/20, 10/27, 11/3, 11/10
➤ COURSE CODE: SOC-706-CLR2
Dates: Thursdays, 9/17, 9/24, 10/1, 10/8, 10/15, 10/22, 10/29, 11/5, 11/12

U.S. CONSTITUTION, PART 3 –
THE JUDICIARY
➤ COURSE CODE: SOC-717-CLR3
Please join us for this look into how the judiciary was set up and how it is
to function. Going beyond the verbiage, we will examine the importance
of John Marshall in setting up judicial review, setting a narrow definition
of treason, and the sanctity of contracts. We will also examine how the
federal judiciary functions today.
Leader:
Gene Van Galder, Retired history teacher; GVG Tours
Facilitator: Arnie Ames
Dates:
Mondays/Tuesday, 10/5, 10/6, 10/12
Time:
1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Fee:
$25.00

UNDERSTANDING AUTISM SPECTRUM
DISORDER
➤ COURSE CODE: SOC-760-CLR2
Understanding the characteristics of autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and
their implications for behavior, learning and the ability to process
information is critical for anyone interacting with those living with ASD.
This course will give attendees a fundamental understanding of what ASD
is, how it is diagnosed, the primary areas of impairment, and why
prevalence is increasing.
Leader:
Lori Davie, Program Manager,
The Autism Program of Easterseals
Facilitator: Jack Croffoot
Date:
Thursday, 10/1
Time:
9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
Fee:
$15.00

DISSECTING FLAT EARTH CONSPIRACY
THEORIES
➤ COURSE CODE: SOC-760-CLR3
Conspiracy theories have become more prominent with the invention of
the internet. Recently there has been a movement of the flat earth society
that seeks to discredit the globe model of the earth and all the science
with it. For this reason, it can become very dangerous. We will examine the
various arguments that flat-earthers put forward, dissect their theories,
and demonstrate how conspiracy theories become so convincing despite
counterevidence.
Leader:
Brian Wagner, RVC Faculty
Facilitator: Karen Messley
Date:
Friday, 10/16
Time:
1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Fee:
$15.00
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SPECIAL INTERESTS & HOBBIES
HARLEM VETERAN PROJECT AND THE
POWER OF ORAL HISTORY
➤ COURSE CODE: SPC-760-CLR1
An exploration into the processes and philosophies of recording oral
histories focused on American Veteran war experiences. The course
focuses on the interviewing, editing, and research required to make
documentary films while maintaining an integral foundation of
knowledge towards United States history. NOTE: This is a community
awareness class.
Leader:
Nick Stange, Social studies teacher, Harlem High School
Facilitator: Mary Ann Akerman
Date:
Friday, 10/23
Time:
9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
Fee:
$5.00

REAL ESTATE IN RETIREMENT
➤ COURSE CODE: SPC-790-CLR4
In this course we will explore the opportunities and challenges of real
estate in retirement. We will discuss topics such as: Senior Freeze and
Senior Property Tax Exemptions; housing options such as downsizing to a
smaller home, Condo, or Assisted Living and dealing with personal
property when you downsize. Learn what to do TODAY to help you sell a
home in a few years. Improvements you can make to your home that WILL
add value and those that will not and where to find quality contractors for
home improvements. We will discuss home financing topics such as
getting a mortgage later in life, taking equity out of a home for other uses
and for home improvement loans and lines of credit. Refinancing options
and what to do if you are upside down on your home. We will allow time
for Q & A at the end of class with the goal of assisting students with any
question regarding Real Estate in Retirement.
Leaders: Kevin Horstman, Instructor, Crosby Academy of Real Estate &
Jean Crosby, Former Director for the IL Dept. of Financial &
Professional Regulation division of Real Estate
Facilitator: Robbin Nelson
Date:
Wednesday, 9/23
Time:
1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Fee:
$15.00

TOURS
GREENWOOD CEMETERY VIRTUAL TOUR
➤ COURSE CODE: TOU-700-CLR10
Join Kathi Kresol to “tour” one of the oldest cemeteries
in Rockford where our founding families were laid to
rest. Kathi will share the long-forgotten stories of
people from Rockford’s past, both famous and
infamous. The class will include a little history and
mystery and share tales of murders, suicide and quirky
characters.
Leader:
Kathi Kresol, Haunted Rockford;
local historian
Facilitator: Arnie Ames
Date:
Tuesday, 10/13
Time:
10:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Fee:
$15.00

